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Greetings To all of our Water Sisters and Brothers:
August came in with a bang that is for sure. It seems that we have all been caught up in a
whirlwind of activities, emotions and changes forced upon us where we have no control. Yet after
conversing with a great many of this beautiful family I have discovered that each one facing these
times of havoc and indecision have kept their belief in their Divine connections through prayers and
ceremony. This is the true path of the “Light bearer,” and we are only becoming stronger. Let us
continue to support each other in our times of need no matter how small it seems.
The Grandmothers have been very kind to me and have acknowledged through messages that I
am to deliver to those that would be the Keepers of the Water Ways Ceremony. This is truly an
honor. As they came to me in the wee hours of May 17th, channeling and writing found me actually
transcribing all of the information that was coming through. It has taken me all of this time to
completely have this incredible ceremony documented because of the scribbles and scratches upon
the papers.
On August the 24th of the full Moon this ceremony will be performed for the first time. All those
who are able to attend will be as initiates of this ancient ceremony and through vows and integrity
carry this beautiful Water Ways Ceremony forth to those that have also proven worthy of such
information.
This is a water blessing ceremony and will not be placed in any way upon the internet. For those
that request this ceremony and are willing to honor the protocols of this sacred information through
vows, they will be sent the full instructions by the mail systems.
*****************************************************************************************************

Message from AAMichael for August
We are aware that the future is uncertain and everyone is experiencing pain and discomfort in varying
degrees. We ask you to focus on the miracles and progress you are making and not allow the fear of the
masses to infect your mind as you move through and beyond all the massive changes that are taking place in
your world. Know that, together, we will overcome all adversity. Our mission is to open the way for any dear
Soul who expresses a desire to return
return to harmony and attunement with their God Self. Dear ones, when you
feel alone or are in doubt or despair, come into your Pyramid of Light and we will give you courage, uplift and
and
nd we will be there, waiting to fill
inspire you. When you feel lonely or unloved, move into your heart center a
you with the radiant love of our Mother/Father God. I AM your constant companion. I AM Archangel Michael.

Message from the Grandmothers
The Grandmothers have been very busy these past few months; they are working very close with the
Clan Mothers and with the Great Council of Grandmothers that guard the Medicine Bowl.
The Clan Mother for August is She Who Heals, her color is blue she is standing with The
Grandmother She Bear who is keeper of the medicines of the Green Nation. We as women all carry a
piece of her within us. She has many attributes that we are now seeking to be better people upon
this Earth as we learn to live in harmony with our Earth Mother. The Grandmothers are asking us to
learn of the medicines of the Green Nation within a 20 mile radius from our homes. Start with one
that you see every day. Learn every bit of this plant, each part and how to prepare it, know the
seasons and gifts that it offers us. Study this plant for at least six months keeping a journal of your
studies. Draw or take a picture of your teaching plant. As you learn of your plants you will always
have medicine around you. Eventually you will know how and when to harvest, how to save seeds
and grow patches of your most used medicines close by you for your family. By the time you have
learned at least six medicines from the Green Nation the Grandmothers will consider you a member
of the Earth Blanket Tribe. AHO
*********************************************************************

Upcoming Dates to remember:
August 11 - Ramadan Begins

August 15 – Earth Healing Day

August 24 - Full Moon

Announcing!
EarthHealingDay.com website is now LIVE!
Check it out!
www.EarthHealingDay.com
We encourage everyone to visit the site and listen to the Pagoda Healing Meditation

and the Earth Healing Meditation. Go to www.EarthHealingDay.com and click on
"Listen to (download) Healing Meditations" in the left blue sidebar.
Consider hosting an Earth Healing Day event www.EarthHealingDay.com/events
Encourage your contacts in businesses and other organizations to become Earth
Healing Day Partners www.EarthHealingDay.com/partners
Download and print the wonderful flier available on the website. It provides a
comprehensive overview of Earth Healing Day. We encourage everyone to email a
copy of this to your family, friends and associates. Download the flier at
www.EarthHealingDay.com/docs/EHD-FLIER.pdf
Please share this site and materials with everyone in your life who is dedicated to:
• Earth's cleansing and healing
• Prayer, meditation, and chanting
• Loving and supporting the planet
Please forward this email to your friends, family, meditation groups, faith
communities, and business associates. Together we can create a critical mass for
planetary transformation. Our goal is to facilitate a global experience of unity
dedicated to the cleansing and healing of Mother Earth.
Help us mobilize a million people by August 15 to participate in

The OM Heard 'Round The World

TM

You Tube Videos worth reviewing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QlpB3PKZ9pU We are all One
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KiaCm0DvNck

Net of Light for Mother Earth

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6H75gcAlXg Water healing song
http://www.youtube.com/user/PatriciaCotaRobles

Patricia-Cota Robles Message

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHGExI2X1Mk&feature=related Ho oponopono
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbAYUK6RWOQ Another rendition of Ho oponopono
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac5SGwRPv0o&feature=related Ho oponopono so beautiful brings tears
Ho oponopono……I Love You, I’m Sorry, Please Forgive Me, I thank You

Don’t forget we have a facebook account also…
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Sisterhood-of-The-Planetary-Water-rites/124939534208045?v=wall

Announcements
*****************************************************************************

Sisterhood of Planetary Water Rites BLOG is now ONLINE!
We have a blog on our website….so far we only have 6 people signed up. This is a
wonderful way that we can all stay connected with our comments and messages delivered
daily. Please go to www.waterblessings.org and sign up under blog.
It’s all about staying connected!
Our Calendars for 2011 are being printed as I compose this Newsletter, our good friend Bob
“Yuwach” Gleisner is a most fantastic photographer. He has donated 13 of his creations for us to sell
to help our Sponsor, The Bear Clan of Medicine Creek Métis, and to help our Sisterhood along with
favorite charities such as the Sacred White Buffalo and the 13 Indigenous Grandmothers. We are
asking for donations of $20.00 each plus the cost of mailing. This would be a tax-deduction for
you!
Several have been sold sight unseen so please get your orders in soon.

Ancient Voices.....by Momfeather
Did you listen today? What did you hear? The ancient ones call and we feel them around us, but we
do not listen. We no longer hear the voices in the wind as the leaves and branches tell us stories.
The moon brings us messages and we do not see them. We are to busy with the world created by
man. Take your children back to the times when the voices were heard and the signs were given. Go
back before the importance of Creation leaves us forever. The voices of the ancestors may have
been silenced by the death call but they are only a whisper away. Their music may have faded from
our ears but must we let the delicate sounds of our past go with them? Our children need the
teachings that are leaving us forever. Sing the words in a lullaby, whisper to them so they hear, lead
them and they will follow. Never let our traditions die. Respected and revered the old ones still walk
with us. They hold our hand to help us see. They still lead us and we must follow. We need not let
the dreams they had for the future depart this life. This is why they honored us with their wisdom.
When they leave us one by one, they take the book with them, leaving a patchwork of dreams on the
web of life. What we do with the patches will help us to grow in wisdom. The Earth Mother is
bountiful enough for all her children. Working together we can bring back the unique and powerful
voice of our past. Grasp the insights and perceptions in the wind. The futures of our children
depend on our actions today. Do not let the voices of the ancestors or the echoes of their songs
fade away.

Alicia Bonnet Shares Healing through Music,
Laughter and Love
Ceremonialist, recording artist, healer and clown Alicia Merlady Bonnet offers
music, gatherings, and New Moon Sister Circle information.

Alicia Bonnet and The New Moon Singers offer the New Moon Journey CD and
Women's New Moon Guide to assist women who love to sing and gather for
sisterhood in forming their own new moon sister circles. Buy a copy of the CD
and book to start your own circle to connect with the other new moon sisters
around the world.
Alicia is one of our Sisters of the Planetary Water Rites her songs are uplifting
and catchy, I find myself singing them all day when I play them in the
morning. Many have been waiting for book of knowledge for the New Moon
Ceremonies, she goes into honest instructions that flow with these much
needed teachings….
*****************
************************************************************************************

Sacred Space
by Maka

Nupa L Cota

Within each one of us we hold our own sacred space. The way of the people tell us there are seven
directions to pray. There are the four directions of the Medicine Wheel then there is the above or Father
Sky and then Mother Earth. When we pray we send out these payers to the directions all around us. The
seventh direction is within our own Sacred Space the very center of our physical and spiritual being here
on this Earth.

It is from this place we live and we pray and hold our own council for the peace to return.
From the time we are born we know our Sacred Space it is what we all carry within and can be the place
that will teach us all to survive.
In order to enter this space we must remain still and silent and listen to our own heart and our own minds.
Once you have found the silent stillness then you can enter into this space.
The place of knowing of all things is here and it will tell you how to survive if you reach it. The Wisdom
Keepers are here and the Vision Keepers live in this space. This is the vibration core of our being and is
connected to the Sacred Tree Of Life where all things are kept safe and pure.
From this invisible connection we are fed the things we need to know for our survival. You are never alone
you always surrounded by this spirit.
The trees and plants are part of this spirit. Mother Earth holds the same wisdom as does all living and
being things that live on her.
From all these living things we draw on for our life and for our wisdom.
The wheels spin within the wheels holding all things sacred and safe within their hoops. Nothing is ever
rally lost just kept safe for a while until we enter the sacred hoop of life to seek the wisdom.
The other who came later to this land lost their way and also lost their connection to this sacred tree. In
time they too will seek out the old ways and come to learn a better way to be keepers of the Earth Mother.
Blessings, Maka Nupa L Cota

**************************************************************************************************************

In closing, please know that we ARE making a difference…On July 11th; the Star Nation
People came through as we requested their help. They assisted with the capping of the
broken pipe that created the disaster on the Gulf….. The Earth is feeling our compassion
and love and the ancestors are acknowledging this through her to us by lifting our hearts so
that we have moments as though we are soaring with the Eagles. These are blessings to us.
As we are all connected so are the Star Nations People, and all of the ancient ones, the
Wisdom Keepers that have dropped their robes are whispering in our ears…we must learn
to STOP and be QUIET to LISTEN! It is healing medicine for us just to sit….in our sacred
place…and do nothing but know that we are everything….AHO….Much Love,
Grandmother Whitedeer

